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1. INTRODUCTION

This brochure was created in the implementation of specific objectives of the
Project Cross border joint research and awareness raising action in detecting
environmental conditions. Establishing higher safety and protection measures of
maritime domain parts of Croatia and Montenegro – CoRE.
Project „CoRE“ is EU/IPA project under component II, measure 1.1 Joint actions
for environment, nature and cultural heritage protection.
Location of the action is Dubrovačko-neretvanska County (Croatia) and Montenegrin coastal area.
Overall objective of this project is to contribute to improvement overall protection
and preservation of eastern Adriatic coastline.
Specific objectives are:
•

•

to establish safety protocols and new hydrographical maps (for waterway
safety / habitat preservation researches) based on research and gathered
data, concerning natural changes of coastline border in the Republic of
Croatia and Montenegro influenced by erosion from mainland and wave
power from open sea;
to increase general knowledge of wide groups of stakeholders on maritime
domain (maritime demesne) component coast and its sustainable littoralisation.

The aim of this publication is to provide, display and present in a concise and simple
way to a wide spectrum of participants, complex legal matters governing the maritime domain in the Republic of Croatia and the maritime domain, in Montenegro.
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MARITIME DOMAIN IN THE REPUBLIC OF CROATIA AND MONTENEGRO

2. STATUS OF THE MARITIME DOMAIN IN THE
REPUBLIC OF CROATIA AND STATUS OF THE
MARITIME DOMAIN IN MONTENEGRO

What is the maritime domain?
Maritime domain is a common good of interest to the Republic of Croatia, which
enjoys its special protection and which is utilized or exploited under the conditions and in the manner prescribed by law. The basic law governing the maritime
domain in the Republic of Croatia is the Law on Maritime Domain and Seaports
(Official Gazette 158/03, 100/04, 141/06, 38/09, 123/11, 56/16).
The status of maritime domain as a common good means that it is res communes
omnium, a thing belonging to everyone, and cannot be owned by any person,
including the Republic of Croatia. Common goods, and therefore the maritime
domain, therefore exist beyond the property law regime, which means that it is
not possible to establish the right of ownership thereon or other property rights
that exist in the legal system (easement, encumbrances, right to build, mortgages).
Moreover, as common goods cannot be subject to property rights, they are therefore inalienable and are not covered by legal procedures (res extra commercium).
The maritime domain was declared to be a good of interest to the Republic of
Croatia, and thus it enjoys its special protection. This presupposes that the Republic of Croatia, through its bodies and administrative authorities, and legal entities
having public authorities, is authorized and obliged to undertake measures to
protect the natural and legal characteristics of the maritime domain.
The Republic of Croatia may undertake all actions for the protection of the maritime domain, as well as bring actions for the determination of maritime domain,
compensation for damages or illicit gain against persons who are economically
exploiting or exploited the maritime domain without a concession or concession
approval and have thus generated certain gain or caused damage by their actions.
A special regime governing the maritime domain presupposes a special regime for
its utilisation and exploitation. Maritime domain cannot be utilised and exploited
beyond the conditions laid down by the Law, which means that its utilisation and
exploitation are limited only to those forms prescribed by the legal norm, and
the holder of those rights cannot utilise and exploit the maritime domain beyond
those conditions.
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In Montenegro, the maritime domain is regulated by the Law on Maritime Domain
(Official Gazette of the Republic of Montenegro 14/92).
The valid Law on Maritime Domain does not regulate the ownership regime of the
maritime domain, since the provision of Article 4 of that Law, which stipulated
that the maritime domain is state property, was repealed by the entry into force
of the law governing state property.
The property law regime of the maritime domain is regulated by the Law on Property
Law Relations and the Law on State Property. In accordance with these provisions,
the maritime domain is managed by Montenegro. Consequently, entitlement to
rights of ownership by private persons over the maritime domain is not possible.

What constitutes the maritime domain?
Maritime domain in the Republic of Croatia consists of:
• internal waters and territorial sea and their bed and the subsoil; and
• a part of the land which is, by its very nature, intended for public use or
was declared as such, as well as everything that is permanently attached
to that part of land on surface or underneath it.
In the land area, maritime domain includes in particular the seashore, ports, embankments, banks, rocks, reefs, beaches, mouths of rivers flowing into the sea,
canals connected with the sea.
In the sea and its subsoil, live and inanimate natural resources are part of the
maritime domain.
A special area was designated for the seashore.
The seashore stretches from the mean higher high water line and covers the extent
of land which is limited by the line reached by the biggest waves during heavy
weather, as well as the part of the land that by its nature or purpose serves the
exploitation of the sea for maritime transport and sea fisheries, other purposes
related to the exploitation of the sea, which is at least six meters wide from the
line at a horizontal distance from the mean higher high water line, as well as the
part of land created through backfilling when used for the exploitation of the sea.
The mean higher high water lines are established by the public institution Hydrographic Institute of Croatia.
As an exception, at the proposal of the county prefect, the ministry responsible
for the sea may determine that the narrow part of the land will also be deemed
the seashore if so required by the existing state of the coast (supporting walls,
walls of cultural, religious, historical and similar buildings).
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MARITIME DOMAIN IN THE REPUBLIC OF CROATIA AND MONTENEGRO

What is covered by the maritime domain in Montenegro?
The maritime domain in Montenegro covers the seashore, ports, breakwaters, slipways, embankments, banks, bathing places, rocks, limans, reefs, submarine karst
springs, springs and large springs on the shore, mouths of rivers that flow into
the sea, canals connected with the sea, seabed and its subsoil, as well as internal
waters, territorial sea, and live and inanimate resources therein and the live and
inanimate resources of the continental shelf.
The waters of the Bojana river in the territory of Montenegro are also maritime
domain.
A special area was designated for the seashore.
The seashore is deemed to be the extent of land which is limited by the line reached
by the biggest waves during the worst of the weather, as well as the part of the
land that by its nature or purpose serves the exploitation of the sea for maritime
transport and sea fisheries, and for other purposes related to the exploitation of
the sea, which is at least six meters wide counting from the line at a horizontal distance from the line reached by the biggest waves during the worst of the weather.
The banks of the Bojana river include a belt of land at least six meters wide,
counting from the line that is at a horizontal distance from the line of the mean
twenty-year water level, which is determined by the state administrative body
responsible for water management in cooperation with the state organization
responsible for hydrometeorological affairs.

How is the boundary of the maritime domain established
in the Republic of Croatia?
The area of the maritime domain is determined by its boundaries at sea and on land.
In the Republic of Croatia, the boundary of the maritime domain at sea is the
external border of the territorial sea of the Republic of Croatia.
The boundary of the maritime domain on land is established by the border commission of the ministry in charge of the sea, at the proposal of the county border
commission. The boundary of the maritime domain on the seashore covers a stretch
of land at least 6 (six) meters wide from the line which is at a horizontal distance
from the mean higher high water line. This stretch may also be broader, with the
following criteria being respected when establishing the boundary:
• the boundary of the maritime domain includes the area of the sea exploited
for maritime transport and sea fishing, and for other purposes related to
the exploitation of the sea, in accordance with spatial planning documents
(e.g., beaches, ports - functional principle);
• “maritimo” line from cadastral plans (looking from the shore side) represents
the boundary of the maritime domain in cases where there has not been
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a change in the seashore configuration, and if it is not in contravention to
the provisions of the Law;
the boundary of the maritime domain on the seashore includes the part
of the land resulting from the backfilling which serves the exploitation of
the sea;
the boundary of the maritime domain is established up to the existing
natural and legally constructed artificial obstacles - such as: natural slopes,
low vegetation and shrubs, forests, edge of the promenade on the shore
side, edge of the sea, classified roads, retaining walls, structures for housing
and rest, cultural, religious, historical buildings, dry stacked stone walls,
concrete walls, and the like.

In the Republic of Croatia, the maritime domain boundary has not been established
yet along the length of the entire coast, so the boundary establishing procedure
is still on-going.

How is the boundary of the maritime domain established
in Montenegro?
A special commission was established in Montenegro, formed by a decision of
the Government of Montenegro, which established the boundary of the maritime
domain on land. While establishing this boundary, legal, economic and environmental criteria were the starting point, so it is understandable that it does not
cover on all parts of the land exclusively six meters from the greatest waves during
the worst of the weather, which is the statutory minimum; instead, it ensures a
natural, economic and environmental whole to the objectively possible extent.
The greatest width of the land part of the maritime domain is defined in economic
zones whose activity is related to the exploitation of the sea and its live and inanimate resources, that is, seabed and subsoil, at the mouths of rivers and springs
on the coast, as well as in protected natural sites and natural reserves. The land
area of the maritime domain with a surface area of approximately 58 km2 was
thus established.
In Montenegro, the maritime domain boundary at sea extends beyond the territorial
sea as well. The maritime domain also includes the live and inanimate resources
of the continental shelf.
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3. MARITIME DOMAIN RECORDS

How to be informed whether a real estate
is a maritime domain?
Maritime domain in the Republic of Croatia is recorded in land registers and real
estate cadastre.
The real estate cadastre keeps records of land plots, buildings and other structures
that are permanently attached to the land surface or underneath it and on special
legal regimes over the land surface. Since maritime domain is subject to a special
legal regime, that piece of information shall be included under the cadastral plot
that constitutes maritime domain.
The affairs of the real estate cadastre are performed by the State Geodetic Administration.
Records of the maritime domain are also kept in the land register. In the land
register, such status is recorded under cadastral plots which constitute maritime
domain, i.e., it is visible that they are the maritime domain.
Land registers in the Republic of Croatia are kept by municipal courts.
Entries of the maritime domain in the land registry are public so their entry does
not have a constitutive effect. This means that the maritime domain exists according
to the law itself, and that the entries do not produce effects in terms of acquiring
or losing rights; instead, they merely register the existing status established by law.

How to determine where is maritime domain?
A maritime domain cadastre was established in Montenegro, kept by the Real
Estate Administration. The maritime domain cadastre contains information on the
maritime domain and facilities therein in terms of their position, shape, surface
area, as well as information on rights over the maritime domain and its users.
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4. MARITIME DOMAIN MANAGEMENT

Who manages the maritime domain in the
Republic of Croatia?
The Republic of Croatia manages and protects maritime domain and is responsible for it directly or through units of regional self-government and units of local
self-government, in accordance with the Law on Maritime Domain and Seaports.
Therefore, all levels of government are jointly responsible for the maritime domain
management: municipalities, cities, counties and the Republic of Croatia.

What does the maritime domain management mean?
Maritime domain management means maintenance, improvement and protection
of maritime domain used by the general public, as well as special use or economic
exploitation of maritime domain through concessions or concession approvals.
The municipality or city takes care of the protection and maintenance of the part
of the maritime domain used by the general public, located in its territory.
In consideration of the method of maritime domain management, regular management and extraordinary management are distinguished.
Regular maritime domain management is deemed to be providing protection
and maintenance of maritime domain used by the general public. It is performed
according to the annual plan of regular maritime domain management.
Regular maritime domain management is entrusted to municipalities and cities.
Extraordinary maritime domain management includes rehabilitation of maritime
domain outside ports, resulting from extraordinary events, as well as designing
proposals for the boundary of the maritime domain and its implementation.
Extraordinary maritime domain management is entrusted to counties.

How is maritime domain management funded?
In order to provide funds for maritime domain management, special-purpose revenues generated directly by municipalities, cities and counties were established
on the basis of the law regulating the maritime domain.
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Funds for the maritime domain management include:
• funds from concession fees and concession approval fees;
• funds from the fees paid for maritime domain use by owners of boats and
yachts registered in boat register and yacht register, respectively;
• funds from compensation for damage caused by pollution of the maritime
domain;
• funds provided in the budget of the county, municipality, or city for the
maritime domain in their territories.
The contracted amount of the concession fee shall be paid in equal parts to all
levels: one third to the state budget, one third to the county budget, one third to
the city/municipality budget.
Funds from fees paid for maritime domain use by the owners of boats and yachts
registered in the register of boats or yacht respectively, constitute revenue for the
county budget.
Funds from the compensation of damages caused by the pollution of the maritime
domain constitute revenues of the state budget.
Funds from fees for concession approvals constitute revenues for the budgets of
municipalities and cities in whose territories they are generated.

How is maritime domain management organized
in Montenegro?
In Montenegro, the maritime domain is managed by the Public Enterprise for
Coastal Zone Management of the Republic of Montenegro (hereinafter referred
to as the “public enterprise”).
The public enterprise was established in accordance with the Law on the Maritime
Domain, by a special Decision of the Parliament of Montenegro on June 2nd, 1992,
with its seat in Budva, and tasked with ensuring:
• protection and improvement of the exploitation of the maritime domain,
• maritime domain management,
• conclusion of contracts on the exploitation of the maritime domain,
• construction and maintenance of infrastructure facilities for the needs of
the maritime domain.
The main administration building of the public enterprise is located in Budva, and
it has its branch offices in Herceg Novi, Tivat, Bar and Ulcinj.
The public enterprise consists of seven services:
• General and Legal Affairs Service
• Economic and Financial Service
• Maritime Domain Assignment Service
• Maritime Domain Development and Construction Service
• Maritime Domain Sustainable Development Service
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Maritime Domain Control Service
Ports of Local Importance Administration and Maritime Affairs Service.

The public enterprise manages the entire Montenegrin seashore in accordance
with plans, programmes and laws and by-laws adopted by the Government. In
terms of the maritime domain management, it relies on the Spatial Plan of the
Special Purpose Area of the Maritime Domain and planning documents adopted
on its basis.
The public enterprise implements the Temporary Structures Plan in the maritime
domain.
The Temporary Structures Plan includes parts of the maritime domain that can
be developed and used as bathing places, locations for temporary structures in
areas of bathing places, as well as locations for wharfs and berths. The Temporary
Structures Plan in the maritime domain is adopted by the Ministry of Sustainable
Development and Tourism in cooperation with the public enterprise and local
self-governments for a period of three years.

4. MARITIME DOMAIN MANAGEMENT

•
•

www.cbccro-mne.org

The Public Enterprise for Coastal Zone Management participates in the drawing
up of the Temporary Structures Plan in the maritime domain through citizens’
requests and initiatives, it is receptive to the needs of the local population and
local communities and checks the situation in the field.
The Temporary Structures Plan identifies temporary locations within the boundaries of the maritime domain, until they are conformed to their designated use
through state planning documents.
The implementation of state planning documents implies:
• permanent development of space and building of infrastructure facilities
in the maritime domain and the coastal area, further to state and local
planning documents;
• development of designs, obtaining a building permit and executing works;
• significant investment amounts and implementation time-limits;
• a longer lease period of the maritime domain.

How is the maritime domain management funded?
The fee for exploitation of the maritime domain is intended for the protection,
development, improvement of the maritime domain, as well as for the construction
of infrastructure facilities for the needs of the maritime domain.
Revenues from fees for exploitation of the maritime domain are distributed equally
between the Public Enterprise for Coastal Zone Management and the municipality
which is generating the revenue (50%:50%).
A total of 30% of revenues generated from concession fees is distributed to municipalities in whose territories the concession was granted and 70% of revenues
are distributed to the public enterprise.
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Part of the revenues which pertain to the public enterprise are reinvested into
the maritime domain and used to finance the operations of the public enterprise,
on the basis of the Annual Use of Funds Plan approved by the Government of
Montenegro.
Regular management tasks performed by the public enterprise include:
• maintenance, renewal, improvement, protection and construction of the
maritime domain;
• developing beaches and bathing places;
• developing and equipping ports and other maritime infrastructure facilities;
• construction and maintenance of public areas on the shore;
• management of protected areas;
• monitoring the status and monitoring of the area.
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5. UTILISATION AND EXPLOITATION
OF THE MARITIME DOMAIN

How is maritime domain utilised and exploited?
In the Republic of Croatia, maritime domain can be utilised and exploited exclusively on the basis of the Law on Maritime Domain and Seaports.
The law recognizes three forms of utilisation and exploitation of the maritime
domain:
• common use of the maritime domain;
• special use of the maritime domain;
• economic exploitation of the maritime domain.
The common use of the maritime domain implies that everyone has the right to
use the maritime domain in accordance with its nature and designated use. It is a
natural state of the maritime domain which stems from its common good status
because it belongs to everyone, which denies the possibility of private ownership
of the maritime domain.
Special use of the maritime domain is any use that is neither a common use nor
economic exploitation of the maritime domain. Special use therefore includes the
right of certain persons to use the maritime domain which restricts or excludes
common use, but exclusively for non-economic purposes (for example, for navigation safety facilities; utility infrastructure, and the like).
Special use of the maritime domain is deemed to be:
• building structures on the maritime domain for the needs of religious
communities, for performing activities in the field of culture, social welfare,
education, science, information, sports, health care, humanitarian activities
and other activities that are not performed for the purpose of gaining profit;
• building structures and other infrastructure facilities on the maritime domain
(roads, railways, water supply, sewerage, energy, telephone networks, and
the like), structures and other facilities for the needs of defence, interior
affairs, river regulation and other similar infrastructure facilities.
Economic exploitation of the maritime domain is the exploitation of the maritime
domain for carrying out economic activities, with or without the utilisation of existing structures and other facilities on the maritime domain, and with or without
the building of new structures and other facilities on the maritime domain.
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What is the legal basis for utilising and exploiting
the maritime domain?
The right to special use and the right to economic exploitation of the maritime
domain may be acquired solely on the basis of a concession.
A concession is a right acquired under a contract in accordance with the Law on
Concessions, under which a part of the maritime domain may be partially or fully
excluded from common use and assigned for special use or economic exploitation.
A concession may be granted for a period of 5 years to 99 years.

What is the legal basis for engaging in an activity
on the maritime domain?
Where the performance of activities on the maritime domain does not exclude
nor limit the common use of the maritime domain (e.g. renting out boats, canoes,
field sales, and the like), a concession approval may be issued to its users.
Concession approvals are granted to perform business activities on:
• seashore,
• internal waters and territorial sea of the Republic of Croatia.
Concession approvals may be granted for up to 5 years.

Who grants concessions?
The concession is granted by the concession-grantor depending on the type and
importance.

Concessions for economic exploitation of the maritime domain
A concession for the economic exploitation of the maritime domain, and for the
use or building of structures of importance to the county is granted by the county
assembly for a maximum of 20 years, and the preliminary procedure is carried out
by the competent administrative body in the county.
A concession for the economic exploitation of the maritime domain which encompasses the use or building of structures of importance to the Republic of Croatia
is granted by the Government of the Republic of Croatia for a period of up to 50
years, and the preliminary procedure is carried out by the ministry responsible
for the sea.
A concession encompassing the building of structures of importance to the Republic of Croatia, which requires large investments, whose total economic effects
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Only the Government of the Republic of Croatia may give a concession for economic exploitation of the maritime domain in a national park.
In other nature protected areas, apart from the national park, concessions are
granted by the county assembly, with prior approval of the Ministry of Nature
Protection.
At the proposal of the county prefect and at the request of a municipality or city,
the county assembly may authorize the granting of concessions for the economic
exploitation of the maritime domain in the territory of the municipality or city, to
the municipality or city; in this case, the concession is granted by the municipal
or city council.

Concessions for special use
Decisions on concessions for special use are taken:
• for structures of state importance, by the Government of the Republic of
Croatia;
• for structures of county importance, by the county assembly;
• for structures of local importance, by the municipal or city council.

How are concessions granted?
Concessions are granted in the public bidding procedure by collecting bids after
publication of a public notice of the intention to grant a concession and bidding
documents in the Electronic Public Procurement Bulletin of the Republic of Croatia
or the Official Journal of the European Union.
The concession granting procedure is prescribed by the Law on Concessions
(Official Gazette 69/17).

Who grants concession approvals and how?
Concession approvals are granted by the concession approval council.
The council has a president and four members appointed by the municipal or city
council.
Concession approvals are granted upon a request.
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How is the maritime domain utilised and exploited
in Montenegro?
Maritime domain may be used by the general public or economically exploited
by natural or legal persons.
Use of the maritime domain by the general public implies its availability to everyone under equal conditions.
The maritime domain or its part may be entrusted for use to natural or legal persons, domestic or foreign, for carrying out economic or other permitted activities
or for the mooring of a vessel.
In light of the afore-mentioned, a legal possibility is created to activate the maritime domain as an economic space for new, higher investments and investment
activities.

What is the legal basis for utilisation and exploitation
of the maritime domain?
The maritime domain is used on the basis of a maritime domain exploitation contract.
In the event of acquisition of special rights to exploit the maritime domain, no one
has the right to prohibit access to the coast and the sea.
By entrusting the maritime domain for use, the maritime domain retains the
character of a public good used by the general public, that is, all natural and legal persons have the right of unhindered access to the existing and newly built
maritime domain.
Special rights to exploit the maritime domain may be acquired on the basis of:
• lease agreements;
• investment agreements;
• concessions;
• public-private partnerships;
• other arrangements of assigning the maritime domain for exploitation
(surrender for maintenance purposes, and the like).

Lease agreements:
Lease agreements may be:
• seasonal - maritime domain exploitation contracts concluded on the basis
of the Temporary Structures Plan in the maritime domain and of relevant
legal and planning documents, for a period of one to three years;
• short-term - maritime domain exploitation contracts concluded for a period
of up to five years, with the possibility of extension based on the previous
fulfilment of conditions of the contract.
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Maritime domain exploitation contracts that are concluded for a longer period
of time, determined depending on the value of the investment and the type of
structure being built.
On the basis of an investment agreement, the user acquires the right and the
obligation to use the maritime domain in its existing state and as an investor, to
finance and build new structures on the assigned maritime domain, all of which in
accordance with the authorisation issued by the competent administrative body,
approved and reviewed design, planning and engineering documents developed
and approved in accordance with the Law on Spatial Development and Construction of Structures and the Law on Environmental Impact Assessment.

Concession contracts:
The right to exploit maritime domain in ports is obtained on the basis of a concession.
The scope of the concession is the use of a port or part of port, port infrastructure
and suprastructure, provision of port services and performance of other activities
in the port that have an economic, transport or technological connection to such
services.
The scope of the concession may also be the construction, reconstruction and
maintenance of port infrastructure and suprastructure under the B.O.T. model,
including other forms of the model in question.

Public-private partnership
Public-private partnership is a contractual relation between a public and a private
partner for the provision of services of public interest, reconstruction, construction
and maintenance of public infrastructure, exploitation of goods of general interest,
based on allocation of resources and risks.

Who awards maritime domain exploitation contracts?
Lease agreements
Maritime domain exploitation contracts are awarded by the public enterprise in
accordance with the decision of the Government of Montenegro regulating the
terms and conditions, period of maritime domain exploitation and the amount of fee.
Maritime domain exploitation contracts are awarded in accordance with the Temporary Structures Plan in the maritime domain. Bathing places, temporary structures and other facilities of maritime/coastal infrastructure (wharfs and berths)
are surrendered for use through a public call.
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Investment agreements
Investment agreements in the maritime domain, depending on the value of the
investment, are awarded by:
• the Government of Montenegro;
• Public Enterprise for Coastal Zone Management of Montenegro.

Concession contracts
The concession-grantor is the Government of Montenegro.
The decision awarding a concession for a period of up to 30 years is taken by the
Government of Montenegro.
The decision awarding a concession for a period of up to 60 years is taken by the
Parliament of Montenegro.
Concession contracts in ports based on a concession awarding decision are awarded
by the administrative authority in charge of ports of national importance, or by
the Public Enterprise for Coastal Zone Management for ports of local importance.

Public-private partnership
A public partner may be the Government of Montenegro, assembly of the local
self-government unit and the Public Enterprise for Coastal Zone Management, or
a legal entity authorized by separate regulations to award public private partnership contracts.
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6. ON BEACHES AND BATHING PLACES IN
PARTICULAR

What are beaches?
The Maritime Domain and Seaports Law does not include a definition of beaches.
However, in accordance with the legal practice, beaches can be defined as part
of the maritime domain that includes a part of the sea and a landform directly
connected therewith, which is used for swimming in the sea.
The Ordnance on the types of beaches and the requirements they must meet is
in force in the Republic of Croatia (Official Gazette 50/95).
According to the Ordnance, beaches are divided into:
• developed beaches;
• natural beaches.
A developed beach is a developed landform that directly connects to the sea, with
sanitary facilities, showers and cabins, delineated by swim area markers, accessible
to everyone under equal conditions.
A natural beach is an undeveloped landform accessible to everyone that directly
connects to the sea.
The right to exploit the beach is acquired on the basis of a concession.
Users of developed beaches are obliged to:
• prescribe and ensure order keeping at the beach;
• provide first-aid equipment;
• place a visible delineation using swim area markers;
• provide lifeguard rescue equipment and the required number of lifeguards.

What are bathing places?
Bathing places are regulated by law in Montenegro. The Law on Maritime Domain
defines bathing places as coastal areas intended for swimming.
Bathing places can be:
• natural;
• developed;
• built-up.
A natural bathing place is a body of water and landform directly connected to water,
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not fenced-off, accessible to anyone and which can be freely used for swimming.
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A developed bathing place is a body of water and landform directly connected
to water with cabins, sanitary facilities, showers and other necessary equipment
that is accessible to everyone under equal conditions.
A built-up bathing place is a body of water and landform directly connected to
water which was created by significant investment and construction on the seashore, with equipment of developed bathing places.
The Temporary Structures Plan in the Maritime Domain, adopted by the Ministry
of Sustainable Development and Tourism, identifies locations in which developed
and built-up bathing places can be situated.
There are about 400 organized bathing places on the Montenegrin coast.
The organization and management of bathing places is carried out in accordance
with the Rulebook on specifications for developed and built-up bathing places,
which is adopted by the Ministry of Sustainable Development and Tourism.
An integral part of the maritime domain lease agreement are the specifications for
developed and built-up bathing places, which are issued by the public enterprise
to its users.
The Temporary Structures Plan defines bathing places according to their designated use as public, hotel, special (naturist/women’s, bathing places for children’s
holiday centres and bathing places for spas) and city bathing places.
Public bathing places are bathing places in which all specifications required by
the Rulebook on specifications for developed and built-up bathing places must
be fulfilled in terms of safety and sanitary and hygienic requirements.
Users of public bathing places have to make sure ½ of the bathing place is free of
beach gear, so as to leave free space to bathers. Public bathing places also include
city bathing places in which it is not possible to place beach gear.
Hotel bathing places are those in which it is necessary to fulfil the specifications
prescribed by the Rulebook on specifications for developed and built-up bathing places in terms of safety and sanitary and hygienic requirements, while their
owners have the possibility to place beach gear on the entire area of the bathing
place they were assigned.
Special bathing places (women’s/naturist, bathing places for children’s holiday
centres and bathing places for spas) must also meet all the specifications prescribed by the Rulebook on specifications for developed and built-up bathing
places in terms of safety and sanitary and hygiene requirements, as well as special
requirements depending on their designated uses.
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7. ON PORTS AND WHARFS IN PARTICULAR

What are ports?
The Maritime Domain and Seaports Law defines the port as a seaport, i.e. sea body
and landform directly connected to the sea, with built-up and non-built-up docks,
breakwaters, devices, plants and other facilities intended for landing, anchoring
and protection of ships, yachts and boats, embarkation and disembarkation of
passengers, loading and unloading of goods, storage and other handling of goods,
production, processing and finishing off of goods, as well as other economic activities having an economic, transport and technological connection with these
activities.
Ports are by law maritime domain, so port land, port infrastructure and port suprastructure are common goods.

How are ports divided?
According to their designated use, ports are divided into:
• ports open to public transport;
• special purpose ports.

23

A port open to public transport is a seaport that can be used, under equal conditions, by any natural and legal person in accordance with its designated use and
within the limits of available capacities.
By their size and importance to the Republic of Croatia, ports open to public
transport are divided into:
• ports of special (international) economic interest to the Republic of Croatia;
• ports of county importance;
• ports of local importance.
Special purpose port is a seaport that is in special use or economic exploitation by
legal or natural persons (nautical tourism port, industrial port, shipbuilding port,
fishing port, etc.) or by a state body (military port).
According to the importance to the Republic of Croatia, special purpose ports
are divided into:
• ports of importance to the Republic of Croatia;
• ports of county importance.
According to the activities performed therein, special purpose ports can be:
• military ports;
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nautical tourism ports;
industrial ports;
shipbuilding ports;
sports, fishing and other ports having similar designated uses.

Port categorising criteria are prescribed by the Government of the Republic of Croatia, taking into account the total turnover of each port in the past ten year period
and its characteristics; operational port capacity; status of port infrastructure and
suprastructure; device and service capability for supply, repairs and maintenance
of vessels and the port; quality and importance of seaport-hinterland transport
connections; spatial and economic opportunities for further port development.
In the Republic of Croatia, ports may be open to international transport or to
domestic transport.

Who manages ports in the Republic of Croatia?
Port management depends on their categorisation.

Ports open to public transport
Ports open to public transport are operated by port administrations. Port administrations are established with a view to managing, constructing and using ports
open to public transport.
Port administrations are non-profit legal entities which are subject to regulations
governing institutions.
Port administrations established to manage ports open to public transport, which
are of special (international) economic interest to the Republic of Croatia are
established by the Government of the Republic of Croatia.
In the Republic of Croatia, there are six ports open to public transport, which are of
particular (international) economic interest to the Republic of Croatia: Rijeka, Zadar,
Šibenik, Split, Ploče, Dubrovnik. Each port is managed by one port administration.
Port administrations established to manage ports open to public transport, which
are of county and local importance are established by the counties.
In the Republic of Croatia, there are over 400 ports of county and local importance
that are managed by a total of 22 county port administrations.
Special purpose ports
Military ports are managed by the ministry responsible for defence affairs.
Other special purpose ports are managed by concessionaires on the basis of
concession contracts.
Concessions for ports of importance to the Republic of Croatia are granted by the
Government of the Republic of Croatia.
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How are ports regulated in Montenegro?
Ports in Montenegro are regulated by a separate law, the Law on Ports (Official
Gazette of Montenegro 51/08, 40/11).
A port is a good used by the general public, of interest to Montenegro and is available for use, under equal conditions, to all interested natural and legal persons in
accordance with law. Port land and infrastructure are owned by the state, while
port suprastructure may be owned by natural and legal persons.
The port is defined as a sea body and landform directly connected to the sea, with
built-up and non-built-up docks, breakwaters, piers, facilities, devices, and plants
intended for providing port services and performing other economic activities
having an economic, transport and technological connection with those activities.

How are ports in Montenegro divided?
According to their designated use, ports are divided into:
• merchant ports;
• nautical tourism ports - marinas;
• shipbuilding ports;
• fishing ports.
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The decision on ports division is taken by the Government of Montenegro.
According to the importance of the port, they are divided into:
• ports of national importance;
• ports of local importance.
Port categorization criteria are determined by the Government of Montenegro
based on the total turnover, its structure and frequency in the last five years,
projected capacities; condition of port infrastructure and suprastructure; quality
and importance of seaport-hinterland/other ports transport connections; spatial
and economic development opportunities; existence of a free zone; types of sea
transport.
According to type of transport, ports are divided into:
• ports open to international and domestic transport;
• ports open to domestic transport only.
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Concessions for ports of county importance are granted by assemblies of counties
in which they are located.
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Who manages ports in Montenegro?
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Ports of national importance are managed by the authority competent for ports,
i.e., the port administration.
The port administration is an administrative body within the Ministry of Transport
and Maritime Affairs, established on a non-profit basis, whose competencies are
prescribed by the Law on Ports and by the Decree on the organization and manner
of work of the state administration.
Ports of local importance are managed by the public enterprise.
According to the decision on importance of ports, ports of local importance are:
Škver Port in Herceg Novi; Zelenika Port in Herceg Novi; Kalimanj Port in Tivat;
Porto Montenegro Port in Tivat; Risan Port in Kotor; NTC Port (planned) in Kotor;
Budva Port in Budva.
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8. ORDER AND PROTECTION OF THE MARITIME
DOMAIN

How are order and protection in the maritime domain
established?
Order in the maritime domain includes a set of measures and activities for the
protection of the maritime domain from illegal utilisation and exploitation, as well
as damage and pollution prevention measures.
Order in the maritime domain is established already in the process of adopting
spatial development documents by prescribing compulsory participation of harbour
master’s offices in the procedure of spatial development documents’ adoption.
In the Republic of Croatia, it is forbidden to throw, dispose of or discharge, in the
sea and on the seashore, solid, liquid or gaseous substances polluting the maritime domain, except with a general or special permit prescribed and issued by the
minister responsible for construction and environmental protection, with assent
of the minister responsible for the sea.
It is forbidden to discharge in the sea and on the seashore solid and liquid wastes,
oily water, faeces and cargo residues from ships, as well as all other substances
that pollute the maritime domain.
Waterborne, floating and fixed craft may empty storages of solid and liquid waste,
oily water, faeces and cargo residues from the ship, as well as all other substances
that pollute the maritime domain, only in places in the port or outside the port
where there are reception facilities for such substances.
Anyone who notices that the maritime domain is contaminated is obliged to inform
thereof the nearest harbour master’s office or its outpost, or the competent county.

Who is in charge of keeping order in the maritime domain?
Order keeping in the maritime domain is done via inspection control.
Inspection control over order keeping in the maritime domain is carried out by
maritime domain inspectors from the ministry responsible for the sea and harbour
master’s offices.
Harbour master’s offices are regional units of the ministry responsible for maritime affairs, which are part of the Maritime Affairs Administration. They do not
have legal personality and they perform, among other things, inspection of the
maritime domain.
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Moreover, as of the entry into force of the Law on Concessions (Official Gazette
69/17), supervision over the implementation of concession contracts, as well as
supervision over the performance of activities which require a concession is also
performed by the ministry responsible for financial affairs, via the Customs Administration.

Who attends to order in the maritime domain of
Montenegro?
The public enterprise has a Maritime Domain Control Service.
The Control Service monitors whether the users are fulfilling their obligations
under maritime domain exploitation contracts and the conditions for organizing
and keeping order in the maritime domain which they have been assigned to
exploit under the contract.
The Control Service performs exclusive record-keeping of detected irregularities
and unlawful elements concerning the utilisation, exploitation, damage and pollution
to the maritime domain, by drawing up duty reports and submitting complaints
to the competent inspection bodies.
Since the public enterprise is not an administrative body, it does not have at its
disposal mechanisms for imposing penalties for illegal utilisation and exploitation,
damage and pollution to the maritime domain; this is why cooperation with and
efficient proceeding by the competent inspection bodies (tourism inspection, harbour master’s offices, Maritime Safety Administration and the like) are of priority
importance.
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MARITIME DOMAIN IN MONTENEGRO

public good
owned by Montenegro
it is used and exploited in accordance with general regulations

•

internal waters and territorial sea and their bed and subsoil, •
as well as all live and inanimate resources therein
part of the land which is, by its very nature, intended for
common use or declared as such, as well as everything that •
is permanently attached to that part of land on surface or
underneath it

internal waters and territorial sea and their bed and the
subsoil, as well as all live and inanimate resources therein,
and live and inanimate resources of the continental shelf
seashore, ports, breakwaters, slipways, embankments, banks,
bathing places, rocks, limans, reefs, submarine karst springs,
springs and large springs on the shore, mouths of rivers that
flow into the sea, canals connected with the sea
banks of the Bojana river in the territory of Montenegro

AREA COVERED BY THE MARITIME DOMAIN

common good
•
it is not possible to become an owner
•
it is used in accordance with the law governing maritime •
domain

STATUS OF THE MARITIME DOMAIN

MARITIME DOMAIN IN THE REPUBLIC OF CROATIA

9. COMPARATIVE STATUS OF THE CROATIAN AND MONTENEGRIN MARITIME
DOMAINS
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maritime domain boundary has been established by a special
commission set up by the Government of Montenegro

the Republic of Croatia manages and protects maritime •
domain and is responsible for it directly or through units
of regional self-government and units of local self-govern- •
ment, in accordance with the Law on Maritime Domain and
Seaports
regular maritime domain management is entrusted to •
municipalities and cities, which are local self-government
units
extraordinary maritime domain management is entrusted
to counties, which are units of regional self-government

the maritime domain is managed by the Public Enterprise for
Coastal Zone Management of the Republic of Montenegro
the main administration building of the public enterprise
is located in Budva, and it has its branch offices in Herceg
Novi, Tivat, Bar and Ulcinj
The public enterprise consists of seven services:
o General and Legal Affairs Service
o Economic and Financial Service
o Maritime Domain Assignment Service
o Maritime Domain Development and Construction Service
o Maritime Domain Sustainable Development Service
o Maritime Domain Control Service
o Ports of Local Importance Administration and Maritime
Affairs Service

MARITIME DOMAIN MANAGEMENT

maritime domain boundary on land is established in ad- •
ministrative procedure by the Maritime Domain Boundary
Commission of the ministry responsible for the sea
maritime domain boundaries on land are proposed by
county level maritime domain boundary commissions which
forward those proposals to the Boundary Commission of
the ministry

BOUNDARIES OF THE MARITIME DOMAIN
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the fee for exploitation of the maritime domain is intended
for the protection, development, improvement of the maritime domain, as well as for the construction of infrastructure
facilities for the needs of the maritime domain
revenue from fees for exploitation of the maritime domain
is distributed equally between the Public Enterprise for
Coastal Zone Management and the municipality which is
generating the revenue (50%:50%)
a total of 30% of generated revenues from concessions is
distributed to municipalities in whose territories the concession was granted and 70% of revenues is distributed to
the public enterprise

9. COMPARATIVE STATUS OF THE CROATIAN AND MONTENEGRIN MARITIME DOMAINS

• funds for the maritime domain management include:
•
o funds from concession fees and concession approval fees
o funds from the fees paid for use of maritime domain by
owners of boats and yachts registered in boat register and
yacht register, respectively
•
o funds from the compensation of damages caused by the
pollution of the maritime domain
o funds provided in the budget of the county, municipality,
or city for the maritime domain in their territories
•
• the contracted amount of the concession fee is paid in equal
parts to all levels: one third to the state budget, one third
to the county budget, one third to the city/municipality
budget
• funds from fees paid for the use of the maritime domain by
the owners of boats and yachts registered in the register
of boats or yacht respectively, constitute revenue for the
county budget
• funds from the compensation of damages caused by the
pollution of the maritime domain are the revenues of the
state budget
• funds from fees for concession approvals constitute revenues for the budgets of municipalities and cities in the
territories of which they are generated

FUNDING MARITIME DOMAIN MANAGEMENT
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maritime domain is used by the general public
maritime domain may be assigned for special use or economic exploitation to natural and legal persons, on the basis
of a maritime domain exploitation contract
maritime domain exploitation contracts are awarded by the
public enterprise based on the decision of the Government
of Montenegro regulating the terms and conditions, period
of maritime domain exploitation and the amount of fee
concessions in ports are granted by the Government of
Montenegro or the Parliament of Montenegro

beaches are not governed by law; instead, they have been •
categorised in an ordinance adopted by the ministry re- •
sponsible for the sea
beaches are divided into natural and developed ones
•

bathing places are governed by law
bathing places are divided into natural, developed and builtup ones
under the Temporary Structures Plan, bathing places are
defined according to their designated use as public, hotel,
special (naturist/women’s, bathing places for children’s holiday centres and bathing places for spas) and city bathing
places

BEACHES AND BATHING PLACES

maritime domain is used by the general public
maritime domain may be assigned for special use or economic exploitation to natural and legal persons, on the
basis of a concession
concessions for special use are granted by the municipal
council, city council, county assembly and Government of
the Republic of Croatia
concessions for economic exploitation of the maritime domain are granted by the county assembly and Government
of the Republic of Croatia
concession approvals are granted by the concession approval councils of municipalities and cities
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according to their designated use, ports are divided into:
o ports open to public transport
o special purpose ports
ports open to public transport are divided by their size and
importance into:
o ports of special (international) economic interest to the
Republic of Croatia
o ports of county importance
o ports of local importance
special purpose ports are divided by their importance into:
o ports of importance to the Republic of Croatia
o ports of county importance
ports open to public transport are operated by port administrations, which are separate legal entities
special purpose ports are managed by concessionaires or
by a state body (military ports)
•

•

•

•

•
according to their designated use, ports are divided into:
o merchant ports
o nautical tourism ports - marinas
o shipbuilding ports
o fishing ports
according to their importance, ports are divided into:
o ports of national importance
o ports of local importance
according to type of transport, ports are divided into:
o ports open to international and domestic transport;
o ports open to domestic transport only.
ports of national importance are managed by the port administration, an administrative body within the Ministry of
Transport and Maritime Affairs, established on a non-profit
basis, whose competencies are prescribed by the Law on
Ports and by the Decree on the organization and manner
of work of the state administration;
ports of local importance are managed by the public enterprise

9. COMPARATIVE STATUS OF THE CROATIAN AND MONTENEGRIN MARITIME DOMAINS

•

PORTS AND WHARFS
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10. CONCLUSION

The maritime domain in the Republic of Croatia and the maritime domain in Montenegro represent an extremely important resource in economic, environmental and
social terms, and require special care of both countries as regards their regulation.
Its legal status as a common and public good respectively presupposes the need
to exercise special care for the protection and preservation of that property, as
well as to protect the public interest therein, while respecting the need to ensure
the performance of economic activity therein with the intention of achieving
positive economic effects.
Therefore, in establishing the institutional and legal framework, a satisfactory
level of management should be reached, which will strike a balance between the
legitimate requests of economic entities for economic activity in the maritime
domain of the one part, and the limitations imposed on them in order to protect
the public interest of the other part, the overarching goal being to protect and
preserve the natural features of the sea and the seashore.
Furthermore, in satisfying the legitimate requests of economic entities to perform
economic activities in the maritime domain, the legal framework assigning x the
maritime domain to economic exploitation should respect, in relation to all economic entities, market principles, the principles of equal treatment, prohibition of
discrimination, mutual recognition, proportionality and transparency.
To that effect, there are extremely high expectations from the institutional and
legal framework for maritime domain management in both countries, since it represents an extremely complex system of numerous legal concepts being applied.
Those concepts should be worked out in a quality manner in order to achieve a
full degree of legal certainty for all entities active within the framework.
Many years of application of the existing legal framework have shown that there
is room for its improvement, and the current new legislation adoption processes
in the Republic of Croatia and Montenegro open up the possibility for these improvements to be incorporated into the new legal framework, and then adequately
implemented with regard to their addressees.
Taking cognizance of the legal frameworks of neighbouring countries governing
the management of maritime domain and their mutual comparison, among others
in publications such as this one, can assist countries to review their existing legal
framework and to reflect on the method for a new standardization of maritime domain with a view to maximizing on the desired positive legal effects and achieving
full, comprehensive and sustainable valorisation of this valuable resource.
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